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Dear Mr Lamassoure,

The Committee on Employment and Social Affairs (EMPL) as well as its Working 
Group on the EGF examined the mobilisation of the EGF for the case EGF/2010/028
NL/Overijssel Division 18 and adopted the following opinion.

The EMPL committee and the Working Group on the EGF are in favour of the
mobilisation of the Fund concerning this request. In this respect, the EMPL committee 
presents some remarks without, however, putting into question the transfer of the 
payments.

The deliberations of the EMPL committee are based on the following considerations:

A) Whereas this application is based on Article 2 c) of the EGF regulation and targets
214 out of 214 workers of the NACE Revision 2 Division 18 (Printing and 
reproduction of recorded media)1made redundant in the NUTS II region of 
Overijssel in the Netherlands between 16 January and 16 October 2010;

B) Whereas the Netherlands established a link between the financial and economic 
crisis and the decrease in demand for graphic media industry which suffered from 
a 8,6% drop in turnover in 2009 due to a reduced number of orders for printed 
advertising material and drops in demand for newspapers and magazines (by 25,7 
% and 24,4% respectively);

                                               
1 In accordance with Regulation (EC) No 1893/2006.
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C) Whereas in the area of Overijssel the unemployment rate as a whole increased by 
175% and reached 7,2 % in October 2010 and whereas between January 2008 and 
January 2010, 17,5 % of the jobs in the graphic media industry were lost;

D) Whereas the Commission while assessing in 2010 other EGF applications related 
to the same sector in the Netherlands admitted that the graphic industry suffered 
from the economic crisis;

E) Whereas this application is part of a package of 4 interrelated applications, all of 
which concern redundancies in 6 different NUTS II regions in the Netherlands
operating in the graphic sector; whereas this application is particularly related to 
application EGF/2010/030 NL/Noord Holland and Flevoland Division 18 from the 
Netherlands, as Overijssel is a contiguous region at NUTS II level with Flevoland;

F) Whereas the Dutch authorities claim that despite costly restructuring of the sector 
and efforts to make employees ready for the new way of working in a supply-
oriented industry, the sector turned out to loose with competitors from outside the 
EU and that the negative impact of the crisis could not have been foreseen;

G) Whereas, furthermore, statistics forecast a further shrink of the employment 
market for technical industries and the construction sector, which will have a huge 
impact on the job finding chances of unemployed workers;

H) Whereas, 65,0 % of the workers targeted by the measures are men; whereas 25, 2
% of the workers are older than 54 years and 18, 2 % younger than 24 years

I) Whereas 41% of the redundant workers are technicians and associated 
professionals and 28% fall under the category of machine operators and 
assemblers;

J) Whereas the EU-budget 2011 includes for the first time appropriations in 
payments on the EGF budget line 04 05 01 superseding also for this case the 
transfer of payments from other unused budget lines;

Therefore, the Committee on Employment and Social Affairs calls on the Committee 
on Budgets, as the committee responsible, to integrate the following suggestions in its 
motion for a resolution concerning the Dutch application:

1. Agrees with the Commission that the conditions set out in Article 2 b) of the EGF
regulation (1927/2006) are met and that, therefore, the Netherlands is entitled for a 
financial contribution under this regulation;

2. Notes that the economic situation of Overijssel deteriorated in 2009 as the 
economic growth was negative (-4,2%) and 7,3 % of Dutch graphic industry is 
located in this region;

3. Notes that according to Eurostat the national unemployment rate in the Netherlands
in October 2010 stood at 4.4 % and was the second lowest in the EU;

4. Reiterates that according to the EGF regulation, its financial contribution should be 
concentrated on workers in the most seriously affected regions and economic 
sectors of the Community;
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5. Welcomes the involvement of the social partners in the design of the coordinated 
package; reminds that the application is based on a Sectoral Social Partner 
agreement although this is not explicitly stated in the application, assumes 
therefore that the co-financing will be provided also by the Social Partners as it 
was the case in all previous Dutch applications based on Article 2(b) of the 
regulation;

6. Welcomes the coordinated package but disappointingly has to repeat the comments 
made to the application EGF/2009/026 concerning the poor quality of descriptions 
of the specific elements and the objectives of the package as well as concerning the
lack of explanations on the expected results for the workers;

7. Wonders whether any lessons were learnt from the implementation of the 
coordinated package proposed in the six applications of 2009 and whether its 
impact on the local labour market was analysed to adapt the measures in the future;

8. Welcomes the fact that the EGF contribution is planned to support solely active 
labour measures (training and counselling) and will not be used for allowances.

Yours sincerely,

Pervenche Berès


